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According to quantum mechanics and highlighted by Werner Heisenberg, the world can be viewed as a complicated tissue of events. This research looks to find a connection between the combination/overlapping of these events to form a tissue and use quantum mechanics to explain the radiant particles. Monistic substances attributes to a concept of existence which there are different types of monistic substance. Priority monistic is one which explains that all existing things go back to a source that is distinct from (Neo-Platonism) everything is derived from one substance. Monism asserts that a variety of existing things can be explained in terms of a simple reality or substance. Everything is made up of tiny discrete particles moving in empty space. The universe contains two distinct kinds of things or fields. Electromagnetic radiation and particles of which material objects are made. Matter are ceaselessly building themselves by themselves and quantum radiant of these particles of matter are dynamic and infinite in density everywhere

Unified field theory and quantum radiant particles

The unified field of modern theoretical physics and the field of pure consciousness are identical and consist with all known physical principles but requires an expanded physical framework for the understanding of "consciousness". Field effects are observed as a result of these framework and Wyler’s state of consciousness. Further research from Albert Einstein quest for a field theory lead to my work to develop a unified field theory of consciousness. Using the idea that the discreteness in energy level of a quantum field provides a natural framework for the understanding of elementary particles. Under certain conditions, this discreteness can give rise to a granular or particulate appearance of nature which is interpreted as composed of elementary particles as stated earlier. Quantum field has a dual characteristics of a "particle and force" “duality of matter” which displays the feyman scattering of electrons and photons.
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